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Executive Summary 

The national research cyberinfrastructure (CI) has become critical to computational and data-intensive 

research across all of science and engineering (S&E) in the 21st century. However, the concept of 

campus cyberinfrastructure (CC) is still relatively new to many researchers and institutions. The 

purpose of this report is to share our experience of planning such a campus cyberinfrastructure (aka 

science DMZ or simply a data-intensive research network) to foster data-intensive research and 

education at Illinois State University (ISU).  

 

In this CC* planning project at Illinois State University (ISU), we have established a robust 

partnership between IT and faculty and identified key science drivers across various disciplines, along 

with their specific network needs. We have also pinpointed network issues that are affecting, or likely 

to affect, the productivity of these drivers. 

 

Addressing these challenges, we adopted a systematic approach named Analysis-Architecture-Design, 

rather than an ad hoc method, to develop a logical, reproducible, and defensible research 

cyberinfrastructure. This infrastructure, termed the Scalable and Polymorphic Research Infrastructure 

(SPRI), is designed to meet the diverse and dynamic needs of research and education. SPRI comprises 

three modular components: the Science DMZ (SDMZ) for high-throughput inter-campus networking, 

the Campus Research Infrastructure (CRI) for a scalable and dynamic intra-campus network, and the 

Open Programmable Network Platform (OPNP) to foster research innovation. The modular design 

principle of SPRI ensures that each component meets its unique requirements while enhancing the 

overall system performance. This initiative is more than just a network development; it's a vision for 

the future of data-intensive research at ISU. 

 

The project has significantly impacted the STEM community at ISU, fostering interdisciplinary 

collaborations and addressing the unique challenges faced by Primarily Undergraduate Institutions 

(PUIs) like ISU. These challenges include limited resources, diverse research agendas, and a strong 

focus on education and community engagement. By aligning CI planning with the broad spectrum of 

research and educational needs, we are integrating our strategic plan to position ISU as a leader in 

undergraduate education. Furthermore, the project's success extends beyond ISU. Through various 

dissemination channels like workshops and websites, we are sharing our insights and models with 

local communities, regional partners, and national institutions, such as those in the Intercollegiate 

Biomathematics Alliance led by ISU. This project stands as a model CI blueprint, offering a viable 

solution for PUIs and aiming to enrich the academic experience for underrepresented students across 

scientific domains. 

 

 

 



 

Key Insights: 

 

• Collaborative Partnerships: The foundation of successful CC projects lies in forging robust 

campus cyberinfrastructure collaborations.  

 

• Identifying Science Drivers: Pinpointing science drivers is a nuanced process. It necessitates 

iterative top-down and bottom-up strategies to convey the essence of CI to researchers spanning 

diverse fields. 

 

• Strategic Network Design: Employing a structured network design methodology, encompassing 

Analysis, Architecture, and Design phases, proved instrumental in the successful establishment of 

our campus research network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Background and Motivation 

 

Illinois State University (ISU or Illinois State), the first public university in Illinois, was founded in 

1857 as a normal university to prepare the state’s teachers. Our institution has a rich heritage as the 

state’s leader in all facets of teacher education, from classroom instruction to educational 

administration and statewide policy setting. Illinois State has grown its mission over the years and is 

now a comprehensive university offering more than 160 major/minor options, 42 master’s and 10 

doctoral programs in six colleges (and expecting a new college of engineering in the near future), but 

that early emphasis on education continues to shape the University, in particular our values-based 

commitment to creating an optimal learning environment for all Illinois State students, whether 

undergraduate or graduate, on campus, or off-campus. Illinois State is recognized as a premier 

university that has been consistently ranked nationally for its value. Illinois State University received 

the Elective Classification for Community Engagement from the Carnegie Foundation for the 

Advancement of Teaching and Learning.   

 

Some may wonder why research is important when Illinois State University has built its reputation as 

a leader in undergraduate education through outstanding teaching. Research, as identified by the 

Association of American Colleges & Universities, is an educational practice that has a significant 

impact on student success. and is core to the University’s mission in Educating Illinois. Through 

research activities, students work one-on-one with a professor, building critical thinking skills while 

creating new knowledge and learning how to communicate this knowledge to the scholarly 

community. Such skills are critical for the student’s professional development and success in their 

chosen profession. Currently, ISU has a highly vibrant STEM research community that is inspired by 

the increasing availability and scales of computation and data. However, ISU’s current 

cyberinfrastructure (CI) cannot accommodate the breadth and depth of their research activities on 

campus; and cannot allow them to collaborate with a broad spectrum of researchers from peer 

universities and research institutions. 

 

2. Preparing for research use of network technology on ISU campus 

 

Data-intensive computing opens a new era to research and engineering. As of 2020, the Energy 

Science network (ESnet), a high-performance network that carries science traffic for the U.S. 

Department of Energy, is transporting tens of petabytes (PBs) per month, an increase of several orders 

of magnitude from some years ago. Access to distributed big data, high-performance computing, 

cloud resources, and other research instruments (e.g., IoT sensors, remote science instruments) has 

become increasingly crucial and challenging to research and education endeavors in a wide range of 

disciplines.  

 

While campus IT groups around the nation continue to invest in production-level enterprise-class 

network infrastructure and services, provisioning very high bandwidth end-to-end connectivity across 

and beyond campus networks today, amidst firewalls and routing constraints, becomes a major 

undertaking. Most campus networks today are designed to: 1) serve a large number of users and 

platforms desktops, laptops, mobile devices, supercomputers, tablets, etc.; 2) support a variety of 

applications: email, browsing, voice, video, procurement systems, and others; 3) provide security 

against the multiple threats that result from a large number of applications and platforms; 4) provide 

various traffic policies that satisfy user expectations. It is not uncommon that most campus networks 

are not ready to serve large volumes of research and science data transferring with expected 



performance (e.g., zero packet loss, low latency). Illinois State University is also facing such a 

challenge as well as an opportunity of transforming STEM research and education. 

 

2.1 Limitations of Current ISU Cyberinfrastructure 

 

Illinois State University maintains connections to several regional Internet Service Providers. The 

Illinois Century Network (ICN) is supported and maintained by the state of Illinois government, 

which has a POP location in an on-campus datacenter and provides Internet and DDoS protection to 

the campus. The Central Illinois Broadband Network (CIRBN) also maintains a POP location in our 

campus datacenter. CIRBN provides layer 3 Internet connectivity for our campus, but also connects 

our remote offices to our campus via layer 2. The University of Illinois maintains a research network 

that also has a POP location in our datacenter. We utilize the Inter-Campus Communication Network 

(ICCN) for transport to Chicago for peering services with WiscNet and Internet2 (I2). WiscNet is a 

research and education network in the state of Wisconsin and is managed by the University of 

Wisconsin. Illinois State University gains membership to I2 through our connection with the Illinois 

Century Network. ICCN provides transport to Chicago, where we connect with the Metropolitan 

Research and Education Network (MREN) which peers with I2. 

 

Illinois State University’s campus is robust and stable for day-to-day office and classroom functions 

but lacks the tuning for sustained high bandwidth data transfers. The existing network supports the 

bursty nature of Internet destined traffic, e-mail sending, learning management systems, and social 

media platforms. Data intensive research traffic requires high end-to-end throughput (tens to hundreds 

of gigabits per second), low latency, high flow capabilities, and deep buffers to support the sustained 

high bandwidth data transfers. Though the current ISU network has high throughput in its core and 

datacenter segments, it does not extend to the faculty’s research environment (e.g., labs, offices). The 

whole ISU STEM research community is currently throttled by 2 Gbps links shared with other daily 

routine traffic, as highlighted in red in Fig.1.The multi-tier firewall protection is also not designed or 

optimized for a data-driven research network.  

 

A solution to tackle the challenges above is to reshape campus cyberinfrastructure (CC).  

 

2.2 ISU Research Network 

 

Cyberinfrastructure (CI) combines a spectrum of computing systems, data storage, advanced 

instrumentation, tools, and services, computational and data analytical skills and expertise, and 

research communities, all linked by a high-speed network across campus to the outside world. Ideally, 

an ecosystem of campus cyberinfrastructure should be viewed holistically as an ongoing partnership 

among the campus research community and central IT organization that is built on a foundation of 

accountability, funding, planning, and responsiveness to the needs of the community. 

 

To drive innovation, improve research and teaching capabilities and productivity, enhance faculty 

competitiveness, and foster remote collaborations of resources and people, ISU planned to build a 

campus research network (aka Science DMZ [1]) environment to provide access to a secured, high-

throughput infrastructure for the ISU STEM research and education community, so they will have the 

ability to access necessary computing and data resources, and collaborate with their peers across the 

country and around the world.  

 



In this planning project, we designed a high-speed research network for the ISU research community, 

called ISU Research Network or ISURNet, connecting all identified research groups demanding for 

high-throughput network service (aka science drivers) across campus, to enable productive data and 

computing driven research and education. ISURNet is designed to employ agile orchestration 

applications (e.g., Intent-based Software Defined Networking) to assure holistic high-level network 

and user management with assured end-to-end network performance.  

 

This designed research network will not only allow consolidation of distributed data repositories and 

advanced computing resources across campus, but also improve the speed and Quality of Service 

(QoS) when connecting to the national cyberinfrastructure ecosystem, e.g., FABRIC [3], Chameleon 

[6], CloudLab [7], Jetstream [8], XSEDE [11], Open Science Grid (OSG) [12], Pacific Research 

Platform (PRP) [13], and GENI [14]. Our goal in ISURNet is to couple all relevant research groups 

identified in this project at 10+ Gb/s backbone, field upgradeable to 100 Gb/s, that will bring each 

identified research group an average increase in bandwidth between 10 and 80 Gb/s. 

 

The three objectives of this planning project include: 1) Increasing awareness of campus 

cyberinfrastructure across campus and establishing campus cyberinfrastructure partnerships between 

faculty and IT leadership; 2) Identifying and analyzing science drivers across campus; 3) applying a 

systematic approach to design a logical, flexible, extensible, reproducible, and defensible Campus 

research network to foster data-driven STEM research and education.  

 

 

Fig. 1:  Current ISU Network Diagram 



3. Partnership between Faculty and IT Leadership 

This endeavor of this planning project aligns with the latest ISU Strategic Plan [2], in which ISU 

encourages enhancing organizational infrastructure to support innovation and collaboration, involving 

more faculty, staff and students in research opportunities locally, regionally, and globally. With a data-

intensive research network, ISU could exponentially accelerate the inspiring and cutting-edge research 

being done by faculty to advance research and education. 

Writing a Campus CI plan is not the most challenging part, implementing it is harder. Having a Campus 

CI plan is only useful if the campus is committed and there is full support from the university senior 

administration. Fortunately, we have this support at ISU. 

Vision and Strategy: ISU University Office of Technology Solutions (OTS), under the leadership by 

Associate Vice President and Chief Information Officer Charles Edamala, co-PI of this project, has made 

cyberinfrastructure a strategic priority of the university. Two of co-PI Edamala’s strategic priorities for 

the university include building "a comprehensive and integrated data environment" and "advanced 

research computing." Both of these require a low-latency high performance programmable research 

network infrastructure that allows easy movement of data across campus, between research groups 

(internal and external), data stores, and to advanced computing resources. Funding for this planning 

project further allowed the PIs create a comprehensive blueprint for improving ISU CI, consolidate the CI 

ecosystem on campus, and keeping ISU competitive in providing premier undergraduate and 

distinguished graduate programs in the state of Illinois. 

Formality: To better serve the ISU research community and the growing demands for campus 

cyberinfrastructure, a new Research Computing Advisory Council (RCAC) was formed in 2018, reporting 

directly to the Office of Technology Solutions (OTS). RCAC acts as a bridge between the University's 

research faculty and information technology professionals. A university-wide initiative has also been 

launched to develop and implement a bold strategic vision for centralizing the advanced research 

computing and data cyberinfrastructure ecosystem at ISU. RCAC provides a means for efficient and 

effective communication, deployment, training, and collaboration aimed at increasing the research 

capabilities and productivity through not only the planned ISURNet, but to the entire ISU CI ecosystem. 

Working together across all ISU units, RCAC provides the university community with strategic advanced 

CI leadership, coordinated investments in CI and related expertise, and nurtured CIenabled 

multidisciplinary research. All PIs are the board members of RCAC. 

The Infrastructure, Operation, and Networking Division (ION) within OTS is responsible for the design, 

implementation, operation, maintenance, and evolution of current CI at ISU, including central voice, 

television, wireless, and data networks. These high performing networks are critical utilities at the 

university and are fundamental to the success of research, teaching, and learning. The goal of ION, 

aligning with ISU’s vision [2], is to not only provide seamless and pervasive networking for the 

university community, including production level enterprise-class high-speed network infrastructure and 

services, but also to offer services that give researchers a competitive edge. Participating in and 

supporting projects similar to what we are planning creates a transformative environment where campus 

IT, and in particular ION, becomes seen as a strategic asset rather than a utility provider. ION's role in 

this CC planning project will be assisting the design and prototyping of ISURNet, including perfSONAR, 

end-to-end performance testing, and IPv6 deployment. 

Partnership: CC Partnership is not just about vision, strategy, and formality. Instead, a real CC 

partnership must be established over time among involved individual researchers, IT professionals, and 



university administration via continuous and consistent effective communications to share visions about 

CC among individuals, and eventually build mutual trust on the agreed commitment and responsibilities.  

During this 16-month planning project period, tens of meetings, seminars, and workshops have been 

conducted at different levels with various focused CC-related topics. We just listed a few below as 

examples:  

• A university-level presentation was given to the ISU president and most (if not all) deans to elaborate 

on the significance and impact of this planning and other potential CC-related projects.   

• Multiple presentations and discussions were conducted between the PIs and department chairs, 

directors of various research centers, and research lab leaders.  

• Multiple one-to-one meetings have been conducted between the PIs and individual researchers.  

• Multiple meetings have been conducted between the PIs and IT engineering teams. 

• Several meetings have been conducted between the PIs, IT team, and various vendors. 

• A continuous CC project team has been formed and bi-weekly project meetings are conducted to 

prepare the next move after this planning project. 

 

4. Identifying Science Drivers at ISU 

In the context of the National Science Foundation (NSF) campus cyberinfrastructure programs, "science 

drivers" refer to the specific research needs and scientific challenges that drive the development and 

implementation of cyberinfrastructure. These drivers help shape the technology, tools, and services 

required to support cutting-edge scientific research.  

It will surprise you how many science drivers possibly exist on your campus.  We had such a pleasant 

experience at ISU. However, it is also worth noting that identifying science drivers is not a trivial task at 

all.  We are talking about identifying potential data-intensive researchers from hundreds or even 

thousands of faculty members from various disciplines in your institution. 

The experience we can share is to use both top-down and bottom-up approaches to accomplish this task. 

More specifically, in the top-down approach, try to explain the concept of science driver to department 

chairs and even college deans, and ask if they know anyone from their units you may further contact; in 

the bottom-up approach, start chatting with faculty you know and ask them to bring you more names, and 

then grow the list and go verify if they are science drivers for your CC projects. Furthermore, your 

campus media (websites, various reports, social media, campus journals, etc.) may provide useful clues to 

complement your search.  

In this section, we summarize the identified science drivers. Each of the projects is led by faculty 

members in the academic departments. They have identified at least one of the three network issues, 

which are or soon will be impacting their research productivity.  

4.1 Quantum-Mechanical Approach to the Laser-Assisted Vacuum Decay 

Lead: Q. Charles Su and Rainer Grobe, Distinguished Professors of Physics 

Su and Grobe, both distinguished professors of physics at ISU, conducts research on the interaction of 

laser light with matter. The groundbreaking, theoretical work of the duo earned them the designation of 

Cottrell Science Scholars, and the Research Corporation for Science Advancement (RCSA) named them 

among the top physics scholars in the country. There are only a few centers around the world engaged in 

research similar to the work of Su and Grobe that focus on the interaction between extremely intense laser 



light with atoms. Their research has been supported by grants from NSF (e.g., Award # 0758058, 

#0456790, #2106585), the Department of Energy, and the Research Corporation.  

Simulating the interaction of a single atom with a laser pulse over a picosecond (10–12 seconds) timeframe 

with a temporal resolution of a femtosecond (10-15 seconds) can generate millions of data points. If each 

data point is represented using 64 bits (8 bytes), even a single simulation can produce 1~10 GB data. If 

each process simulates a different atomic interaction and generates gigabytes of data, the total data 

generated can quickly reach 100 TB. These data need to be processed in their specific simulation 

workstation in their research lab and transferred back and forth to the ISU HPC system for specific data 

manipulations or computation, and thus throttled by 2 Gbps links.  

Their research on diagnosing laser fusion reactions or studying harmonic light generation can involve 

capturing high-resolution images or spectra. A single high-resolution image can be several megabytes in 

size. Capturing thousands of such images during an experiment can result in data storage needs in the 

10~200 TB range. These images are also needed to be transferred between the simulation workstations 

and HPC. 

Their research group began to employ machine learning techniques to help derive physical laws or predict 

physics outcomes in regions where it was considered not possible to reach. Training a deep neural 

network on a dataset derived from quantum simulations can generate hundreds of gigabytes or even 

terabytes of data in each simulation. The training process itself, especially when using techniques like 

symbolic regression based on evolutionary algorithms, can produce intermediate datasets that are several 

times larger than the original. These data again need to be exchanged between their simulation 

workstations and HPC or storage servers in the ISU data center.  

Collaborative research (e.g., with Fermi National Lab or Fermilab) often involves real-time data sharing 

and analysis. With frequently cited publications [21, 22, 23, 24, 44, 45, 46, 47], the associated datasets, 

supplementary materials, and simulation results need to be shared with the global research community, 

which is nearly impossible for datasets at TB level now.  

Workflow & Requirements: 1) Various datasets ranging from 10 GB to 200 TB in different research 

activities (e.g., High-Resolution Quantum Simulations) need to be exchanged between simulation 

workstations and HPC (or storage server) necessitates 20+ Gbps LAN links; 2) Real-time data analysis 

with external collaborators (e.g., Fermilab) requiring rapid synchronization and 10~100 GB data 

exchange in each run necessitates 10+ Gbps WAN links; 3) Data sharing (up to hundreds of TB) to the 

research community necessitate 10+ Gbps WAN links. 

4.2 Intercollegiate Biomathematics Alliance (IBA)  

Lead: Olcay Akman, Professor of Mathematics, Director of IBA, Co-PI 

The Intercollegiate Biomathematics Alliance (IBA) is a collaborative consortium of institutions ranging 

from R1 research institutions (e.g., George Mason University) to R2 PUIs like ISU, dedicated to 

advancing biomathematics and bioinformatics research and education. IBA promotes innovative research, 

addressing complex biological problems through mathematical and computational approaches. 

Simultaneously, IBA plays a pivotal role in enhancing education by offering specialized courses, 

workshops, and conferences (e.g., NSF Award #1332395; #1649061, #2318936).  

One pressing IBA research area is the modeling of disease propagation and their social impacts. In their 

study of the intertwined dynamics of the COVID-19 pandemic and social epidemics, they utilized 

multifaceted models that integrated real-time data from COVID Tracking Project, a volunteer 



organization providing one of the most comprehensive datasets on COVID-19. With current ISU network 

infrastructure, such research projects are very difficult if not impossible. This research harnessed datasets 

and simulation results among 1 ~ 10 TB, which also need to be shared to other IBA institutions and 

selected for various graduate projects but also bottlenecked by 2 Gbps and congested WAN links. 

IBA's analytical investigation into the efficacy of N95 respirators for the public was anchored via their 

novel math modeling. This project synthesized experimental data from global respiratory studies and 

health trials, amassing a dataset of approximately 5+ TB. The data, sourced from international health 

research institutions, such as CDC, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), and 

Harvard Dataverse, was pivotal in offering a mathematical perspective on public health recommendations. 

These types of studies again suffered from degraded data transfer performance. 

In addition to research, the IBA is deeply committed to education in biomathematics. IBA offers 

specialized courses that incorporate big data analytics, machine learning, and simulation-based methods. 

These courses are designed to be hands-on and are hosted on cloud-based platforms located at the ISU 

data center, requiring a stable, high-throughput network with a minimum bandwidth of 5+ Gbps. Each 

course session is expected to generate and consume up to 100 GB of data, including student submissions, 

simulation results, and video lectures. All these activities are currently limited.  

Workflow & Requirements: 1) Disease Propagation Modeling (e.g., disease spread like COVID-19) at 

IBA, leveraging interdisciplinary expertise, and the data sources globally distributed, necessitates a 10+ 

Gbps network to handle real-time data from diverse sources and manage 1-5 TB datasets per experiment; 

2) IBA's hands-on courses in biomathematics, hosted on cloud platforms, integrate big data and 

simulations, demanding a stable 5+ Gbps network to manage up to 100 GB of data per session, including 

lectures and student work; 3) IBA's national collaborations and online events, involving real-time data 

sharing and analysis, and live-streaming, require a combined throughput of 10 Gbps, handling up to 2.2 

TB of research data and high-quality event broadcasts. 

4.3 Computational Biochemistry  

Lead: George L. Barnes: Professor of Chemistry, Department Chair, Co-PI 

The research endeavor led by Co-PI Barnes represents a highly impactful contribution to the field of 

tandem mass spectrometry (MS2) and collision-induced dissociation (CID) [54, 59, 61, 62]. Research 

within MS2 offers substantive applications in proteomics [48, 52, 53], metabolomics [60], and forensic 

sciences [63]. The focal point of the research is the computational simulation of post-translational 

modifications (PTMs) in peptides [49, 50, 51], a subject matter with profound implications for targeted 

therapeutics and molecular identification methodologies. 

Research in the Barnes Group relies on high-throughput networking and high-performance computing 

along with strategically located storage to all for large-scale data management. The computational 

architecture underpinning this research [55, 56, 57, 58] is non-trivial and necessitates a multi-faceted 

technological infrastructure. Their projects employ HPC to execute direct dynamics simulations, each of 

which involves several thousand to tens of thousands of individual runs. These simulations are 

particularly computationally intensive when the research objectives involve the elucidation of rare 

stochastic events within the simulation parameters. Upon the completion of these simulations, the data 

undergoes rigorous post-simulation analysis employing graph theory-based methodologies. This involves 

a frame-by-frame dissection of each trajectory's simulation data to ascertain alterations in molecular 

connectivity over time. Subsequently, these key structures are characterized at a higher computational 

level through Density Functional Theory (DFT)-based calculations, specifically utilizing the 

ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory and basis set. This computational rigor enables the research team 



to delve into the minutiae of chemical reactions, offering insights that are unattainable through 

conventional methods. 

Data management is another critical component for their research. Most their projects are projected to 

generate at least 1 TB of new data sets annually. This data is not merely archived; it is strategically 

located in proximity to the HPC resources to optimize data retrieval times, thereby enhancing 

computational efficiency. However, a high-throughput network infrastructure is essential to ensure the 

seamless transfer of large data sets between the Co-PI's workspace and the data storage servers, a 

necessity for tasks such as real-time trajectory visualization, which is only facilitated and thus throttled by 

2G bps links. The growing datasets need to be shared in their collaborations, which is difficult now. 

Workflow & Requirements: 1) Barnes' research in MS2 and CID, pivotal for proteomics and 

metabolomics, of direct dynamics simulations, followed by graph theory analysis and DFT calculations at 

the ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVTZ level, generating insights into intricate chemical reactions, all hinges on high-

throughput networking between HPC and data storage, necessitating 25+ Gbps internal throughput. 2) 

Annually producing 1 TB of data, efficient storage near HPC resources is crucial, and a 2Gbps network is 

vital for swift data transfers and real-time trajectory visualization, underscoring the need for a high-speed 

network. 

4.4 Intelligent Network Operations (AIOps) 

Lead Yongning Tang: Professor of Computer Networking, PI 

Modern computer networks are intricate, spanning data centers, network infrastructure, and IoT devices, 

which lies a challenge: How do we manage such complexity? The answer is AIOps. By integrating AI 

and ML into network management, AIOps offers a transformative, data-driven approach that transcends 

the limitations of traditional methods. The research group led by PI Tang has been applying AIOps to 

various network management areas, from performance to security, from traditional networks to SDN, 

from wired backbone infrastructure to 5G and IoT.  

In the research project of detecting malfunctioning IoT devices and network outages in real-time, multiple 

big datasets have been used, including ~100GB daily device telemetry data, ~150 GB network traffic 

logs, ~1TB device error logs, and about 10TB historical device data. Such huge datasets need to be 

retrieved from a storage server and computed in our dedicated machine learning servers via a 2G bps 

campus link currently. This is a joint research project with external researchers from Liberty University 

with data from their testbeds, which is hard to retrieve. 

In the research project of creating a scalable service that can analyze network traffic patterns and 

promptly detect anomalies, high volume of network flow data is imperative for the designed machine 

learning model to learn intrinsic network behaviors. For example, a single network flow record might be 

around 250 bytes. The data collected from a medium-sized network with 100,000 flows per second, could 

accumulate to 2.16 TB daily. A machine learning epoch based on 10-day historic data as a minimum to 

learning the network behavior requires 20 TB data consistently fed to the machine learning server, 

currently via 2 Gbps links.  

In the project called Intelligence Enabled SDN Fault Localization via Programmable In-band Network 

Telemetry (INT), it aims to enhance Software-Defined Networking (SDN) by introducing intelligent fault 

localization using programmable in-band network telemetry. In-band network telemetry involves the 

collection of data directly within the data packets as they traverse the network. In a high-speed SDN 

environment with a throughput of 10 Gbps, if we assume that 1% of the data is telemetry data, we're 

dealing with 100 Mbps of telemetry data. Over a day, this amounts to approximately 1.08 TB of telemetry 



data. Analyzing this data to localize faults in real-time is a data-intensive task, necessitating the 

capabilities of AIOps.  

Workflow & Requirements: 1) Our research in AIOps is data-intensive, necessitating a 10 Gbps intra-

campus network to handle datasets between 200 GB to 1 TB for each machine learning epoch. 2) Data 

sharing with external collaborators such as IoT data collected from the testbeds hosted on each end 

necessitate a 10 Gbps inter-campus connection for effective collaboration. 3) SDN and INT/p4 related 

research projects need a real campus infrastructure level open environment for transferring related 

scientific data flows to emulate and study different research problems.  

4.5 Center for Cybersecurity Research and Education (CCRE)  

Lead: Dmitry Zhdanov, Associate Professor of Cybersecurity, Director of CCRE 

Our cybersecurity research team aims to revolutionize the field of cybersecurity through real-time threat 

intelligence and analysis. This objective is particularly data-intensive, requiring a high-throughput 

network with a minimum of 10 Gbps for real-time data streaming but currently throttled by 2G bps links. 

We anticipate that daily datasets for this research will range from 100 GB to 10 TB. 

Another critical area of focus is advanced network forensics, which involves the analysis of large network 

traffic pcap files. The nature of this research necessitates a high-speed data transfer capability, ideally 

around 10 Gbps or above. A single investigation under this objective may generate up to 1 TB of pcap 

files.  

Furthermore, our faculty conduct research on DDoS attack simulation and mitigation. The nature of this 

type of research is highly data-intensive and requires a robust network infrastructure capable of handling 

40 Gbps, and thus limited by 2G bps links again. We estimate that each simulation will generate up to 500 

GB of log and traffic data. 

On the educational front, the cybersecurity faculty are committed to providing virtual cybersecurity labs 

for skill development. These labs require seamless operation of virtual machines, necessitating a high-

speed network access of at least 4 Gbps, and thus limited by the shared WAN link. Each lab session with 

20~25 students is expected to generate up to 200 GB of data. Additionally, we offer remote access from 

community colleges and high schools to advanced security tools for educational purposes. Smooth 

operation of these tools is facilitated by high-speed networks with a minimum throughput of 500 Mbps. 

Daily usage for this educational activity may result in up to 50 GB of data. We hold annual Central 

Illinois High School Cyber Defense Competition for trained high school students since 2012, and 

GenCyber summer camp since 2020, sponsored by National Security Agency (NSA) and NSF.  

Workflow & Requirements: 1) The cybersecurity team's real-time threat intelligence research is data-

intensive, requiring a 10 Gbps network for daily data streams ranging from 100 GB to 10 TB; 2) DDoS 

attack simulations are exceptionally data-heavy, necessitating a robust 40 Gbps network to manage up to 

500 GB of log and traffic data per simulation, and virtual cybersecurity labs for education need 2 Gbps 

for seamless VM operation, generating up to 100 GB data per session; 3) Remote access to advanced 

security tools for educating the local community requires 4 Gbps network. 

4.6 Unveiling the Mysteries of the Universe Through High-Throughput Computing 

Lead: Danial Holland, Professor of Physics, Dept Chair; Matt Caplan, Assistant Professor of Physics 

This research group employs MESA, the benchmark open source 1D code for stellar evolution, to explore 

stellar evolution influenced by low mass central black holes. This research aims to understand quasi-stars 

in the early universe and potentially constrain primordial black holes as dark matter candidates. Individual 



models, representing single star evolution sequences, are computed within a day on a single CPU, 

generating data from 50~100 GB. Comprehensive 'grids' of these models, which survey the evolution 

across varied parameters, can produce 100 GB ~ 10 TB. Given the intricate nature of these models, data is 

frequently transferred from the HPC to the servers in their research labs for in-depth data analysis and 

visualization, which is currently throttles by 2G bps. 

The computational models are not only complex but also data-intensive, demanding real-time data from 

telescopic observations (e.g., SDSS, Pan-STARRS), particle accelerators (e.g., LHC at CERN, Fermilab), 

and astrophysical databases (e.g., NASA ADS, NVO, SIMBAD). A robust network infrastructure, with a 

bandwidth of at least 20 Gbps, is crucial to manage the 10 to 20 TB datasets each astromaterial simulation 

requires. The dark matter research is similarly data-heavy, with simulations necessitating a 10~20 Gbps 

network to handle up to 15 TB of data per simulation. This project also delves into atomistic simulations 

of neutron star interiors, which are semi-classical in nature. These simulations, akin to liquid crystal 

structures, involve up to 102,400 nucleons and generate TBs of data, necessitating efficient data transfers 

for visualization. All external data retrievals are currently highly inefficient if not infeasible to be 

conducted at ISU.  

The research team also has many collaborative projects, involving real-time data sharing with external 

scientists, further require a 20 Gbps network, producing up to 10-15 TB of combined research data. For 

instance, collaborations with renowned scientists like Yuri Levin (Columbia) and Katerina Chatziioannou 

(Caltech) are funded by the Simons Collaboration on Extreme Electrodynamics in Compact Sources.  The 

research on Coulomb plasmas, large scale N-body problems, collaborating with Dr. Simon Blouin 

(University of Victoria) and Dr. Evan Bauer (Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics), along with 

ISU physics graduate student Dany Yaacoub actively involved in running related simulations. Such 

extensive collaborative research activities are difficult to conduct at ISU.  

Workflow & Requirements: 1) The research projects such as Coulomb plasma simulations, Neutron star 

interior simulations, and MESA stellar evolution modeling generating datasets up to 20+ TB per study, 

which necessitates a 10+ Gbps intra-campus (between HPC and Workstations) network throughput; 2) 

The research requiring for retrieving large (~10+ TB) external data from public repositories (e.g., SDSS, 

Pan-STARRS, LHC) necessitates a 10+ Gbps network throughput to WAN; 3) Extensive research 

collaboration, especially when real-time analysis of large datasets (1~10 TB) is required, with external 

scientists (e.g., Columbia, Caltech) necessitates a 10 Gbps network throughput to WAN. 

4.7 CubeSat and 5G research group  

Lead: Will Lewis, Asst. Prof. of Information Systems; Sumesh Philip, Asso. Prof. of Cybersecurity  

CubeSats are standardized, miniaturized satellites that are designed to be modular and easily deployed in 

low-earth orbit (LEO) for various missions. including mobile networks (5G/6G), global Internet 

connectivity, disaster response communications, precision agriculture, and the Internet of Things (IoT) by 

offering a satellite-based infrastructure for improved communication and data gathering.  

The research team currently working on several CubeSat and IoT related projects. The team installed a 

CubeSat ground station at ISU two years ago, collaborating with Fermi National Lab (Fermilab) and the 

Laboratory for Advanced Space Systems at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) on a 

CubeSat mission named DarkNESS to search for evidence of dark matter by looking for signs of the 

decay of sterile neutrinos at the center of our Milky Way galaxy. For such a mission, a set of CubeSats are 

equipped with a range of specialized instruments to detect and analyze high-energy particles and 

radiation, such as X-ray Detectors, Gamma-ray Detectors, Particle Detectors, and Spectrometers. Due to 

the nature of the project, high-resolution spectral data is continuously received from visible CubeSats and 



shared with the external collaborators for real-time image processing and data analysis. The daily 

collected data size collected from each ground station is between 10~100 GB. But more crucially, the data 

need to be shared to the external collaborators for real-time data aggregation and analysis; but throttled by 

2G bps links. 

CubeSats are constrained by limited communication bandwidth and data rates, which are further 

exacerbated by interference from various sources. The ability to predict and mitigate interference is 

crucial for optimizing data rates in CubeSat Software-Defined Radios (SDRs). The research team is 

developing a predictive interference mitigation system for CubeSat SDRs to optimize data rates. SDN can 

be easily integrated with Software-Defined Radios (SDRs) on CubeSats, allowing for a more cohesive 

communication strategy, where the network and the radio are in sync, adapting to real-time conditions. 

However, due to the lack of campus level SDN infrastructure, these types of projects are restricted to 

simulations conducted in a research lab.  

A cross-disciplinary project called “VisionWalk” aims to help vision impaired students free walk on a 

campus environment. The project relies on the Ultra-reliable Low Latency Communication (URLLC): 

provided by the ISU private 5G network, and centralized network control from SDN. For vision-impaired 

students, real-time video feed processing is crucial. Any delay in processing and relaying information can 

pose safety risks. 5G ensures that data from cameras and sensors is transmitted with minimal delay, 

allowing for almost instantaneous feedback. SDN, from another aspect, allows dynamic path selection 

based on real-time network conditions. If a particular path experiences congestion, SDN can reroute the 

data to ensure consistent high throughput. Considering the real-time video feed from cameras, sensor data 

from wearable IoT devices, voice commands and backend data processing and machine learning models, 

the total throughput is approximately 10 Gbps and the total daily generated data size is about 100 TB 

depending on the tested nodes. This type of projects completely relies on an open programmable SDN 

platform, which can only be emulated now with high limitations.  The dataset also needs to be shared 

between ISU and its collaborators in OSF hospital, and thus currently limited. 

Workflow & Requirements: 1) External collaborations on CubeSat DarkNESS projects require a stable 

2+ Gbps WAN connection for timely data sharing. 2) SDR needs to be seamlessly integrated with SDN to 

provide adaptive communication and interference mitigation. 3) 5G as an enabler for delay sensitive 

research projects can be significantly enhanced via a SDN open platform.  

4.8 Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Understanding (NLU) 

Lead Xing Fang, Associate Professors of Computer Science 

Natural Language Processing and Natural Language Understanding rely quite heavily on Language 

Models (LMs). These models are required to learn distributions over large amounts of data to encode the 

nuances of natural language and capture the intricate aspects of human language, ranging from semantics 

and syntax to morphology. Beyond these linguistic features, LMs also encapsulate psycholinguistic and 

sociolinguistic dimensions, making them indispensable for a wide array of NLP applications such as 

question-answering, machine translation, dialogue systems, and automated summarization. 

Given the complexity of language, the training of these models demands extensive datasets. Here are 

examples of some specific datasets and their sizes that our research will utilize: 1) CommonCrawl 

(Common Crawl Corpus): 50-90TB - General-purpose web text data. With the current average speed of 

the Internet (1Gbit/sec) can take anywhere from 130 to 200 hours to download only one month of 

CommonCrawl; 2) SQuAD 2.0: 2GB - For question-answering systems; 3) WMT19: 10GB - For machine 

translation tasks; 4) Conversational Intelligence Challenge (ConvAI): 5GB - For dialogue systems and 



conversational agents; 5) CNN/Daily Mail: 4GB - For text summarization; 6) CodeSearchNet: 20GB - 

For code-related language tasks; OpenSubtitles: 20GB - Subtitle-based translation and multilingual tasks. 

Given the data-intensive nature of this research, aggregating to well over 50TB, the need for high-

throughput networking is imperative but currently limited. A dedicated Data Transfer Node (DTN) would 

significantly accelerate the data transfer rates, thereby enabling our researchers to initiate and execute 

experiments more efficiently. This is particularly crucial when dealing with real-time applications like 

dialogue systems or time-sensitive tasks like live translation. 

Workflow & Requirements: Machine learning projects specifically large language model training 

heavily rely on obtaining sufficient relevant data, which necessitate high speed (10+ Gbps) networks for 

intra- and inter-campus data transferring (e.g., for 50-90 TB datasets).  

4.9 Water and Remote Sensing Research  

Lead: Eric Peterson, Interim Chair of Environment Science Dept, University Professor of Geology 

This research team focuses on a myriad of projects that study the water cycle, climate, and human impact 

on a global scale. The lab employs a range of tools, including physically-based hydrologic models, 

machine learning, and large data analysis, particularly satellite data. The lab's computational capabilities 

are robust, featuring high-performance computers, large-capacity data servers, and a multi-level GIS and 

remote sensing data storage system. Additionally, the lab utilizes Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) for 

hydrology and environmental monitoring. 

Given the data-intensive nature of these projects, a high-throughput network infrastructure is 

indispensable. For instance, the lab's work on quantifying the effects of climate change on water resources 

like groundwater, lakes, and reservoirs requires real-time data retrieval from various sources such as 

NASA's GIOVANNI and the United States Geological Survey (USGS). These datasets are often 

voluminous, with a single project potentially generating up to 15 TB of data. A network throughput of at 

least 40 Gbps is essential to handle such large data volumes efficiently, but currently limited. 

Similarly, the lab's UAS-based research for hydrology and environmental monitoring involves the 

acquisition, processing, and analysis of high-resolution spatial data. These activities generate datasets 

received through ISU 5G private network that can range from 10 to 20 TB, depending on the scale of the 

study area and the resolution of the sensors used. A high-throughput network with a minimum bandwidth 

of 35 Gbps is crucial for the seamless transfer and processing of these large datasets, but currently limited 

by the limited campus infrastructure. Furthermore, SDN as a mechanism to orchestrate the 5G 

functionalities to support this project is currently not available. 

Moreover, the lab's international collaborations necessitate real-time data sharing, further emphasizing the 

need for a robust, high-throughput network infrastructure. A single international collaborative project can 

generate up to 25 TB of research data, requiring a network throughput of at least 20 Gbps for efficient 

data exchange, which is current unavailable. 

Workflow & Requirements: 1) GIS modeling especially fed by data collected via UAS can generate 

huge amount of various sensory data (20+ TB daily), necessitating a 40 Gbps dedicated campus network; 

2) External collaborations based on large datasets sharing necessitate at least 20 Gbps WAN connection. 

3) 5G/SDN as an enabler and catalyst for UAS based projects are imperative but currently limited by 

emulations.   

 



Table 1: Summary of Science Drivers and Their Network Requirements 

 

Science Driver Representative 

Activities 

Data Transfer 

Load 

Network Requirements 

Intense Laser 

Physics 

High-Resolution 

Quantum Simulations; 

Collaboration & Data 

Sharing 

10 GB ~ 200 TB 
between HPC & 
department; 100 TB 
to external 

10+ Gbps Intra-campus 
throughput; 10+ Gbps WAN 
throughput. 
 

Biomath & 

Bioinformatics 

Disease Propagation 

Modeling; IBA's 

national collaborations 

1~10 TB datasets 

from external to 

HPC & department 

10 Gbps Intra-campus 
throughput; 15+ Gbps WAN 
throughput. 

 

Computational 

Biochemistry 

Direct dynamics 

simulations, followed 

by graph theory analysis 

100 GB datasets 

frequently 

exchanged between 

HPC and storage; 1 

TB between Storage 

and department 

10+ Gbps Intra-datacenter 

throughput; 2+ Gbps Intra-

campus throughput. 
 

Intelligent 

Network 

Operation 

(AIOps) 

IoT, SDN, In-band 
telemetry, Blockchain  

1-20 TB datasets 
between ML server 
& Storage; 1-10 TB 
to external; 10-20 
TB over SDN 

10 Gbps Intra-campus 
throughput; 10+ Gbps WAN 

throughput; 10+ Gbps open 
SDN platform  

Cybersecurity 

Research 

Threat Intelligence; 

DDoS; Virtual labs 

0.11-10 TB between 

Storage to 

department; 200 GB 

– 1 TB to and from 

external 

10-20 Gbps Intra-campus 
throughput; 4+ Gbps WAN 
throughput; 

Astrophysics & 

Astromaterials 

Coulomb plasma 

simulations, Neutron 

star interior simulations, 

stellar evolution 

modeling 

1-20 TB between 

HPC & department; 

10 TB to external 

10+ Gbps Intra-campus 
throughput; 10+ Gbps WAN 
throughput. 

 

CubeSats & 5G 

& IoT 

DarkNESS; SDR/SDN; 

VisionWalk 

1-100 TB between 

storage and 

department; 10~100 

TB to external; 10+ 

TB over SDN 

10+ Gbps Intra-campus 
throughput; 2+ Gbps WAN 

throughput; 20+ Gbps open 
SDN platform 

 

Natural Language 

Processing 

Language Modeling; 

automated 

summarization. 

50-90 TB between 

storage to ML 

servers; 50-90 TB 

from external 

10+ Gbps Intra-campus 
throughput; 10+ Gbps WAN 
throughput; 

Water & 

Environment 

GIS modeling; UAS 

sensing; Collboration 

10-35 TB between 

storage and 

department; 10~15 

TB to external; 10+ 

TB over SDN 

10+ Gbps Intra-campus 
throughput; 10+ Gbps WAN 

throughput; 15+ Gbps open 
SDN platform 

 

 

 

 



4.10 Science Driver Analysis: Water and Remote Sensing Research 

In the following, we elaborate on one example below to take a closer look at what a science driver entails. 

Prof. Wondwosen Seyoum leads the Water and Remote Sensing Research (WRES) Lab and studies the 

water cycle, climate, and human impact all around the Globe at ISU. They measure, characterize, and 

simulate processes in the water cycle using field observations, modeling, and remote sensing. The goal of 

the WRES lab is to apply the knowledge to sustainable future water management of threatened global 

freshwater resources due to human impacts and global change. The lab is working on several projects: 1) 

Quantifying and exploring the effect of future climate change and human impacts on water resources, 

such as groundwater, lakes, and reservoirs; 2) Assessing the sustainability of threatened aquifer systems; 

3) Evaluating the impact of drought and climate variability on water availability; 3) Integrating remote 

sensing techniques in hydrology in ungauged basins; 4) Understanding groundwater feedback to the land-

atmospheric processes and climate; 5) Modeling the effect of agricultural management practices on water 

pollution, fate, and transport of contaminants. 

In the WRES Lab, they use various tools to simulate and investigate the terrestrial hydrological cycle, 

including physically based hydrologic models, machine learning, and large data analysis such as satellite 

data. Their computational lab is equipped with high-performance computers for hydrogeologic and water 

resources modeling, spatial analysis, and remote sensing. In addition to the workstations, they have large-

capacity data servers with 64 GB RAM and spacious disk space storage of up to 24 TB. They have a 

multi-level and organized in-situ GIS, and remote sensing data storage system. Their Unmanned Aircraft 

System (UAS) - remote sensing research supported by DJI M200 V2 and Phantom 4D drones and sensors 

including FLIR radiometric thermal, Zenmuse X4S – RGB, and Micasense RedEdge-MX multispectral 

sensors. The followings are concrete examples of their ongoing and past research projects: 

• Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) for Remote Sensing In WRES lab, they use UAS for hydrology 

and environmental monitoring. Accordingly, they are developing acquisition, processing, and analysis 

of UAS data for water cycle monitoring, including discharge, water inundation, water quality, soil 

moisture, and snow/ice. They are also testing and developing methods for agricultural applications 

such as plant phenology analysis, plant health, and water stress studies. Further, they are developing 

UAS capability for subsurface characterization such as groundwater, geological, and agricultural 

(e.g., tile drainage mapping) applications. Evaluation and integration of UAS data with in-situ 

observation and hydrologic models is their target to quantify the water cycle and improve predictive 

capacity at various scales, from field to watershed scale. 

• Past, present, and future climatic impact on man-made and natural reservoirs Man-made and natural 

reservoirs are essential to water resources. Reservoirs in small-scale watersheds have limited areal 

extent and highly rely on the intensity and frequency of precipitation. As a result, storage in these 

reservoirs is prone to climatic variability, which will potentially be exacerbated by future climate 

change. Understanding how these systems are responding to short- and long-term climate variability 

as well as to future climate conditions is essential for a sustainable water future. 

• Climate sensitivity to shallow subsurface water Dynamics Land, ocean, and atmospheric processes 

interact with each other and potentially impact the climate in various ways. Ocean-atmosphere 

interactions such as those produced through sea surface temperature variations, for instance, often 

impact meteorological conditions that may enhance extreme precipitation and drought events. This 

project explores the relationship between hydrological changes related to shallow subsurface waters 

and how those fluctuations may relate to and impact climate. 



• Satellite applications in hydrology Most basins throughout the world, specifically those in non-

industrialized countries, are poorly gauged, as a result prediction of the hydrologic cycle is 

challenging. Fortunately, recent advancements in satellite-based hydrology have demonstrated that 

some water cycle components can be directly or indirectly estimated from space. In this theme, the 

group is working on enhancing the utility of satellite products (e.g., GRACE, TRMM, LANDSAT) in 

monitoring the water cycle, by merging satellite products with machine learning models. 

• The effect of cover crops on nutrients load reduction Nutrients loading into streams and rivers from 

agricultural runoff is a major concern in the Mississippi River Basin: (1) reducing the fertility of soil 

and (2) deteriorating the quality of streams and rivers, including eutrophying surface water bodies, 

and creating water quality problems in watersheds downstream. Various best management practices 

(BMP) are being implemented to reduce nutrient loading in the Mid-west region. The research team is 

collaborating with research groups across campus on a project aimed at characterizing and simulating 

the effect of management practices in nutrient loss reduction. 

Many research projects in the WRES lab are becoming increasingly data-intensive, requiring robust data 

storage, management, and analysis capabilities. Many of those datasets are high volume and need to be 

retrieved regularly from various data sources (e.g., NASA, USCS), as elaborated below.  

 

• Most of the satellite-based hydrology data (e.g., TRMM precipitation, NLDAS land surface data) can 

be accessed and analyzed from GIOVANNI, which is a NASA-maintained application that allows 

you to visualize selected geophysical parameters in real-time. 

• Most of the remote sensing land data can be accessed via USCS (United States Geological Survey) 

maintained data rsource called LP DAAC 

• GRACE terrestrial water storage anomaly data can be obtained from GRACE Tellus. GLDAS 

monthly water content for GRACE. GLDAS is Land Water Content (monthly) Data from the Noah 

land hydrology model in the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS), and need to be 

retrieved dynamically for its accuracy.  

• Interactive GRACE data visualizations – CU GRACE Data Portal, CNES/GRGS plotter 

• Meteorological data (e.g., precipitation, air temperature) input for SWAT hydrologic model. 

• Automation codes for satellite images processing (awesome to accomplish multiple tasks with 

multiple files, I mean 1000s, at a time). For MODIS/AMSRE products use MRT tool or HEG 

• Access to gauged data in the US for climatology – NOAA and groundwater and stream flow – USGS 

• PRISM precipitation data (nearly 4 km resolution) for the conterminous US 

• CHIRPS – up to 0.05 Deg resolution Global rainfall data (1981-present) 

• Global 30m resolution DEM from ASTER 

Science drivers are often expected to be aligned with broader national research priorities and institutional 

missions. They reflect the strategic goals and societal challenges that research aims to address. Science 

drivers also include the need to explore new scientific frontiers, innovate in methodologies, and develop 

new technologies. This might drive the need for experimental cyberinfrastructure, cutting-edge software 

development, or novel networking solutions. Modern science often requires collaboration across 

disciplines, institutions, and even countries. Science drivers in this context might include the need for 

seamless data sharing, remote access to specialized equipment, or real-time collaboration tools. In 

addition to research, science drivers may also encompass educational and training needs. This can include 

the development of educational resources, training programs, and platforms that facilitate learning and 

skill development in cyberinfrastructure-related fields.  



In summary, science drivers in the context of NSF campus cyberinfrastructure programs are the 

underlying needs and challenges that shape the development of cyberinfrastructure to support scientific 

research. They are multifaceted and can encompass technological, collaborative, data-related, innovative, 

educational, and strategic aspects. In this planning project, we have identified more than ten similar 

science drivers. However, there could be unidentified ones and more importantly, there will be new 

science drivers. The designed research network has considered scalability and extensibility as important 

characteristics.   

 

5. Systematic Approach in Designing a Campus Research Network 

Designing a research network has its unique requirements and challenges compared to the tasks in 

enterprise networks. A research network (at least for the case at ISU) aims to provide intra- and inter-

campus high-throughput end-to-end network connectivity.  

In this planning project, we adopt a well-tested systematic other than ad doc approach called Analysis-

Architecture-Design [10] to plan and design the research network for ISU. The ESnet recommended 

Science DMZ blueprint [1] has also been used as a guideline for our design.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2:  Overview of the Planning Approach  

 

 

The holistic planning approach is depicted in Fig.2, which consists of the following interactive steps: 

• Analysis: Gather, derive, define, and validate requirements from science drivers. 

• Architecture: Determine how addressing and routing, security, network management, and 

performance are implemented in the network, and how they interact with each other. 

• Design: Evaluate and select vendors, vendor products, and service providers. 

• Prototype: Implement a small-scale Science DMZ for one or two selected science drivers. 

• Performance Evaluation: Evaluate the performance and validate the functionalities of the prototype; 

evaluation results will be used as new inputs to validate and iteratively conduct, if needed Analysis-

Architecture-Design and Prototype until satisfied.  



• Dissimilation: The design experience will be dissimilated through meetings and workshops.  

Network analysis, architecture, and design are processes used to produce designs that are logical, 

reproducible, and defensible. These processes are interconnected, in that the output of one process is used 

directly as input to the next, thus creating flows of information from analysis to architecture, and from 

architecture to design. Prototyping and performance evaluation have been used to validate and refine the 

design process iteratively. We are disseminating our design and planning experience to the public. In the 

following, we elaborate on the details of these interactive steps. 

5.1 Who & Why: Requirement Analysis 

In this phase, knowing the users (i.e., researchers behind science drivers) and knowing their use cases 

(i.e., relevant research activities from a high-level conceptual level) are the key, which will guide any 

technical solution.  

 

In this planning project, we first identified specific science drivers across campus. For each science 

driver, we adopted Flow Analysis to develop sets of problem statements and objectives that describe what 

ISU research network should address.  

Flows (also known as traffic flows or data flows) are sets of network traffic (application, protocol, and 

control information) that have common attributes, such as source/destination address, type of information, 

directionality, or other end-to-end information. Flows are where performance requirements, services, and 

service metrics are combined with location information to show where performance and service are 

needed in the network. Flow Analysis provides an end-to-end perspective on requirements and shows 

where requirements combine and interact. We have examined flows on a link-by-link or network-by-

network basis.  

For each science driver, we develop a flow specification document called flowspec, which elaborates all 

relevant flow attributes and performance requirements. This is useful when we want to combine flow 

requirements from collected flowspecs at the network or network-element levels using different control 

policies under the Software Defined Networking framework for the research network.  

Flow specifications can take one of three types: one-part, or unitary; two-part; or multi-part. Each type of 

flowspec has a different level of detail, based on whether the flows have best-effort, predictable, and/or 

guaranteed requirements.  

• A one-part flowspec describes flows that have only best-effort requirements.  

• A two-part flowspec describes flows that have predictable requirements and may include flows that 

have best-effort requirements.  

• A multi-part flowspec describes flows that have guaranteed requirements and may include flows that 

have predictable and/or best-effort requirements. 

 

These flow specifications range in complexity. One-part and two-part flowspecs can be relatively 

straightforward, whereas multi-part flowspecs can be quite complex. Two-part flowspecs are usually a 

good balance between ease of development and amount of detail. Many networks can be adequately 

represented with a one-part flowspec, when performance requirements and flows are not well understood. 

As for the specific purpose research network, however, flows will incorporate more reliability, delay, and 

throughput requirements, and the two-part and multi-part flowspecs can better represent the research 



network. This is the case today for many data-intensive research networks. In developing the flowspec we 

use the information in the analysis of user requirements, and apply the methods described below.  

For example, for the research projects conducted in the WRES lab, there contain multiple different types 

flowspecs across over intra- and inter-campus networks, ranging from the guaranteed requirements 

needed for their UAS projects, and predictable requirements for their climate sensitivity study, to best-

effort for many other projects such as climate impact modeling. For simplicity, we often list projects with 

different types of flowspecs as different individual science drivers.  

Flowspecs are used to combine the performance requirements of multiple science drivers for a composite 

flow or multiple flows in a section of a path. The flowspec algorithm is a mechanism to combine these 

performance requirements (capacity, delay, throughput, and reliability) for flows in such a way as to 

describe the optimal composite performance for that flow or group of flows. 

 

The flowspec algorithm applies the following rules: 

• Best-effort flows consist only of capacity requirements; therefore, only capacities are used in best-

effort calculations. 

• For flows with predictable requirements, we use all available performance requirements (capacity, 

delay, etc.) in the calculations. Performance requirements are combined for each characteristic so as 

to maximize the overall performance of each flow. 

• For flows with guaranteed requirements, we list each individual requirement (as an individual flow), 

not combining them with other requirements. 

Flow map is also used to describe flows between different end-to-end locations. or network segments to 

allow better service provisioning and monitoring.  

 

5.2 Research Network Architecture for Measurable Outcomes 

Network architecture is the high-level, end-to-end structure of a network. This includes the relationships 

within and between major architectural components of the network, such as addressing and routing, 

network management, performance, and security. Determining the network architecture is the next part of 

the process of developing the campus research network, and is, as we will see, key in integrating 

requirements and flows into the structure of a network. 

A research network is designed to address the limitations of a campus network and is typically deployed 

near the main campus network. It is important to highlight that the two networks, the research network 

(aka Science DMZ) and the campus (aka enterprise) network, are separated either physically or logically. 

There are important reasons for this choice. First, the path from the research network (for both the intra-

campus path and the path to the WAN) must involve as few network devices as possible, to minimize the 

possibility of packet losses at intermediate devices. Second, the research network itself can also be 

considered a security architecture because it limits the application types and corresponding flows 

supported by end devices from internal and external networks. While flows in campus networks are 

numerous and diverse, those in a research network are usually well-identified, enabling security policies 

to be tied to those flows. 

Once the user requirements are clearly elaborated, the next step is to figure out the technology that will 

help without causing non-productive disruptions. A new mindset even for an IT veteran must be set up is 

the concept that we are not simply building a network architecture. Instead, we want to build a data 



architecture. Thus, the project team must throw away a lot of familiar procedures/processes adopted in the 

traditional network solution space. Designing a research network (i.e., data architecture) implies we must 

understand the data pipeline for the served researchers, from data creation, data usage, data transferring 

and sharing, until data curation.  

 

Common high-level research network characteristics are listed below: 

 

• Measurable outcomes: ensure a research network provides expected end-to-end network performance. 

• Usable: make the supported researchers can be easily onboarded and integrated into the research 

network.  

• Defensible: control the users and user cases without unnecessarily impacting the usage. 

• Scalable: provision of the expected services to current users and keep the space for growing. 

• A source of pride: The research network should be a remarkable landmark for an institution to draw 

more research collaborators and funding. 

 

The main components of a research network are listed below: 

 

• External friction-free network path: DTNs (Data Transfer Nodes, discussed later) are connected to 

remote systems (e.g., collaborators’ networks, data sources or data storage) via the WAN. The high-

latency path is composed of routers and switches which have large buffer sizes to absorb transitory 

packet bursts and prevent losses. The path has no devices that may add excessive delays or cause the 

packet to be delivered out of order, e.g., firewall, IPS, NAT. The rationale for this design choice is to 

prevent any packet loss or retransmission which can trigger a decrease in TCP throughput. 

• Data Transfer Nodes (DTN): DTNs are dedicated high-performance devices, which are typically 

Linux devices built and configured for receiving WAN transfers at high speed. They use optimized 

data transfer tools such as Globus’ gridFTP. General-purpose applications (e.g., email clients, MS 

Office, media players) are not installed. Having a narrow and specific set of applications simplifies 

the design and enforcement of security policies. 

• Performance measurement and monitoring point: Typically, there is a primary high-capacity path 

connecting the research network with the WAN. An essential aspect is to maintain a healthy path. 

Identifying and eliminating soft failures in the network is critical for large data transfers. When soft 

failures occur, basic connectivity continues but high throughput can no longer be achieved. Examples 

of soft failures include failing components and routers forwarding packets using the main CPU rather 

than the forwarding plane. Additionally, TCP was intentionally designed to hide transmission errors 

that may be caused by soft failures. The performance measurement and monitoring point provides an 

automated mechanism to actively measure end-to-end metrics such as throughput, latency, and packet 

loss. The most used and widely deployed tool is perfSONAR. 

• ACLs (Access Control Lists) and offline security appliances: The primary method to protect a 

research network is via router’s ACLs. Since ACLs are implemented in the forwarding plane of a 

router or SDN switch, they do not compromise the end-to-end throughput. Additional offline 

appliances include payload-based and flow-based intrusion detection systems (e.g., open source IDS 

Zeek). 

 

The architecture uses the information (i.e., flowspecs) from the analysis process to develop a conceptual, 

high-level, end-to-end structure for the network. Modern network orchestration mechanisms such as 



Intent-based networking [41, 42], are being studied to understand their corns and pros in provisioning 

end-to-end network performance in the planned ISURNet,  

In developing the network architecture, we make technology and topology choices for the network. We 

also determine the relationships among the functions of the network (addressing/routing, network 

management, performance, and security), and how to optimize the architecture across these relationships. 

There usually is not a single “right” architecture or design for a network; instead, there are several that 

will work, some better than others. The architecture and design processes focus on finding those best 

candidates for architecture and design (optimized across several parameters) for the need of ISU research 

community.  

This ISURNet infrastructure, also termed the Scalable and Polymorphic Research Infrastructure (SPRI), is 

designed to meet the diverse and dynamic needs of research and education. SPRI comprises three modular 

components: the Science DMZ (SDMZ) for high-throughput inter-campus networking, the Campus 

Research Infrastructure (CRI) for a scalable and dynamic intra-campus network, and the Open 

Programmable Network Platform (OPNP) to foster research innovation. The modular design principle of 

SPRI ensures that each component meets its unique requirements while enhancing the overall system 

performance. This initiative is more than just a network development; it's a vision for the future of data-

intensive research at ISU. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Proposed Scalable and Polymorphic Research Infrastructure (SPRI) 

 

 

The goal of SPRI is to tackle the identified issues in the current network infrastructure. SPRI consists of 

three modular components, and will be fully IPv6 enabled: 

SPRI's architecture is carefully crafted, adhering to a modular design principle. This ensures that each 

component's unique requirements are met while minimizing interference, optimizing overall system 



performance. Our blueprint is not just about building a network; it's about envisioning the future of data-

intensive research and making it a reality. 

• Our design for SDMZ is rooted in the ESnet's Science DMZ model, emphasizing frictionless data 

flow. We've chosen a high-performance switch equipped with a deep buffer, complemented by a top-

tier Data Transfer Node (DTN). Additionally, we're integrating a state-of-the-art border router, 

boasting a dedicated 100 Gbps connection to Internet2 via MREN.  

• The CRI is built on the Spine-Leaf architecture, a testament to its scalability, reliability, and high-

speed performance. The foundation will consist of two interconnected spine nodes (32x100GbE) 

using 100Gb links via MLAG, and two leaf nodes. These spines will be strategically positioned in the 

JH Data Center (Julian Hall) and the STV Campus Data Center (Stevenson Hall). The initial rollout 

will incorporate 2 Leafs to ensure seamless connectivity to select departments and the HPC 

infrastructure. Each leaf is designed to support 48x100GbE connections, with dedicated uplinks to the 

spine switches. We'll leverage existing fiber infrastructure to maximize efficiency. This architecture is 

primed for swift expansion, ready to support evolving applications and even surpass the speeds of 

initial endpoints. Furthermore, we're enhancing data transfers to the HPC storage system through an 

upgraded storage server, which will also serve as the DTN node's storage backbone. 

• OPNP stands as a testament to open-ended, adaptable, and scalable design. While it mirrors the 

Spine-Leaf architecture with a single Spine node currently, its true strength lies in its adaptability. To 

foster creative research, all nodes in this segment are hybrid SDN switches equipped with built-in 

controllers. This ensures both centralized and distributed controller architectures can be explored. 

This research network aims to dramatically improve data transferring between researchers, scientific 

instrumentation, visualization workstations, high performance computing (HPC) infrastructure, and 

external collaborators. Access to this research network enables higher speed to existing research 

workflows and empowers new research processes previously unavailable to the ISU teams. For example, 

the research network will facilitate the research collaboration between ISU and the OSF hospital in 

developing a campus walking assistant to help students with vision problems free walking on campus. 

Research collaboration between ISU and the OSF hospital applying motion analysis and artificial 

intelligence to help students with vision problems free walk on campus.  

The initial design of ISU research network is a campus-wide 100Gb fiber-based network with Science 

DMZ, including multiple Data Transfer Nodes (DTNs) enabling data flows separate from the day-to-day 

traffic of University business. This Architecture process focuses on relationships within each building 

block and between building blocks, providing an understanding of how each flowspec not only satisfied 

within a network, but also how it interoperates with other flowspecs. There are numerous trade-offs, 

dependencies, and constraints that occur between addressing/routing, network management, performance, 

and security. By manipulating the interactions between flowspecs, the network architecture can be 

tailored to meet the specific needs as a Science DMZ. The network is implemented as a spine-leaf 

architecture with two spines interconnected to each other with 100Gb links by multi-chassis link 

aggregation (MLAG). One spine is placed in the HPC Data Center and the other is placed in a separate 

campus Data Center. The network has 6 Leafs supporting connectivity between buildings housing 

academic departments and HPC infrastructure. Performance is monitored and tuned with PerfSonar nodes 

(not shown in the diagram). Security is monitored through open-source programmable IDS Zeek (40Gb/s) 

nodes. The research network will be continuously tuned and optimized in collaboration between 

researchers and network architects. 

 

 



5.3 Design, Deployment, and Operation 

There is constant pressure to deploy new features and services while increasing the quality of existing 

services and network security in a campus environment. In addition, market forces, and supply-chain risks 

are pressing network operators to closely manage investment in new infrastructure and decrease 

operations and maintenance costs. Converting a beautiful network blueprint to a cost-effective and 

operatable solution is not an easy task anymore.  

The design provides physical detail to the architecture. It is the target of our planning project, the 

culmination of Analysis and Architecture processes. Physical detail includes blueprints and drawings of 

the network; selections of vendors and service providers, and selections of equipment (including 

equipment types and configurations). 

During network design, we used an evaluation process to make vendor, service provider, and equipment 

selections, based on input from Analysis and Architecture. We set appropriate design goals, such as 

minimizing policy intrusiveness and maximizing performance, as well as plan how to achieve these goals, 

through mapping network performance and function to our design goals and evaluating our design against 

its goals to recognize when the design varies significantly from these goals. Network design is also about 

applying the trade-offs, dependencies, and constraints developed as part of the network architecture. 

Trade-offs, such as security policies versus performance or simplicity versus function, occur throughout 

the design process, and a large part of network design concerns recognizing such trade-offs (as well as 

interactions, dependencies, and constraints) and optimizing the design among them. As part of the design 

process, we will also learn how to develop evaluation criteria for our design.  

Several vendors have been carefully evaluated. For example, 7280R3 product line from Arista Networks 

can provide full-feature routing and SDN functionalities with 100/400G wire speed and deep buffers, 

which could be candidate equipment for the ISU research network. Its built-in network telemetry 

functions provide a complementary monitoring solution for intra-campus network segments, along with 

perfSONAR for inter-campus network segments. Furthermore, its multi-function NetOps platform called 

CloudVision can provide a suitable orchestration among all devices in the research network, including 

automated deployments, real-time telemetry, change controls, and security services.   

 

5.4 Prototype 

The ESnet Science DMZ model [1] allows new services to be tested, validated, and then rolled into 

production once they are proven operationally sound. In this planning project, we have prototyped a 

small-scale designed Science DMZ for one simulated science driver. The purpose of prototyping is to test 

related data transfer tools and services (e.g., Globus [9]), and validate the flexibility, extensibility, 

performance, and incremental deployment strategy of the designed research network. More specifically, 

the prototyping simply uses two Linux servers connected via an Arista 7280TR-48C6 SDN switch. We 

used the network emulation tool (called netem) to simulate WAN (I2): delay, jitter, and packet losses to 

1) understand how to set up buffers on DTN and switch/router; 2) understand the relation between buffer 

size and bandwidth-delay product (BDP); 3) test the functionalities of Globus & perfSonar under different 

network conditions (e.g., congestion); 4) understand how the firewall rules affect network throughput. 

The prototyping is still under investigation now. The performance test results from the prototyped system 

could facilitate the equipment selection and configuration.  

 



6. The Impact   

This project facilitated various interdisciplinary collaborations, uniting institutional administrators, IT 

practitioners, and academic researchers in a joint exploration of the unique interplay between scientific 

and educational imperatives and their cyberinfrastructure needs. The project engaged participants 

recognized designing a research network for Primarily Undergraduate Institutions (PUIs) like ISU 

presents unique challenges and considerations compared to larger research universities, including but not 

limited to limited resources, a diversity of research agendas, a strong educational focus, and a deep 

connection with local communities. 

We conducted a detailed analysis of ISU's science drivers, offering insights into the specific needs and 

opportunities at such institutions. The outcome was the creation of a Scalable and Polymorphic 

Cyberinfrastructure – a dedicated but flexible research network optimized for high-performance and 

innovative scientific applications and data transfer. The relevant findings and experiences have been 

disseminated via multiple workshops and a publicly accessible website to IT staff and researchers in 

higher education, especially those from PUIs.  

Aligning CI planning with the wide breadth of the research and education community highlights a broader 

impact on ISU's strategic plan. This project plans and promises a compelling cyberinfrastructure (CI) for 

the STEM community at ISU. The two-way conversations in the planning phase between researchers and 

CI professionals are not an easy but essential step for successful and meaningful broader research results.  

Moreover, the increased awareness will be emitted from ISU as a hub via various dissemination methods 

(e.g., workshops, websites) to the local community, the region, and many connected institutions 

nationally, such as the member institutions in Intercollegiate Biomathematics Alliance led by ISU. its 

success will not only position ISU as a frontrunner in undergraduate education but also stand as a model 

CI blueprint, tailored for PUIs to meet their diverse research and educational demands in data-intensive 

computing. It offers a viable solution for PUIs, often an overlooked segment in the US education system, 

by streamlining the CI ecosystem. Moreover, it aims to enrich the academic journey of underrepresented 

students across various scientific domains. 
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